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Plot for sale in Ses Salines

Features Surface

328 m²
Price

500,000 €

Plot of 328 sqm with a PROJECT to build a
DETACHED HOUSE with two floors plus
basement and swimming pool, in the beautiful
village of SES SALINES.

The project included in the sale is for a house distributed
as follows: On the ground floor, living-dining room,
kitchen, guest toilet, one bedroom with en-suite bathroom
and garage. On the first floor, three bedrooms, all with
en-suite bathrooms. In the basement, (actually
semi-basement, as it has natural light), cellar, toilet, and
three splendid rooms for whatever use you want to give
it. The location is great because nothing can be built on
the other side of the house, which gives it a lot of privacy
and beautiful

unobstructed views to the Majorcan countryside, the sea
and the island of Cabrera. At the same time it is only a
short walk to the centre of the village, where you will find
charming, high quality restaurants with their terraces,
attractive shops for decoration, clothes and food, as well
as workshops and art galleries.    Would you like to invest
in this project? Then do not hesitate to contact us as soon
as possible.    

Contact us,
we will be happy to assist you,

to offer you more details and information.
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The information about any property is not binding to any offer or contract. Any verbal or written declaration made by
aProperties with regards to the value or condition of the property should not be considered accurate or factual. The
pictures make reference to some parts of the property at the times that they were taken. The areas, dimensions and
distances that are given are approximate and should be checked by the client. The images are computer generated and
are just an approximate indication of the real appearance of the property; these may change at any time. The
information with regards to the property may also change at any time.

For more information or
to make an appointment

apropertiespalma@aproperties.es
Tel: 871 16 01 60
www.aproperties.es
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